Abstract. Our objective is video retrieval based on natural language queries. In addition, we consider the analogous problem of retrieving sentences or generating descriptions given an input video. Recent work has addressed the problem by embedding visual and textual inputs into a common space where semantic similarities correlate to distances. We also adopt the embedding approach, and make the following contributions: First, we utilize web image search in sentence embedding process to disambiguate fine-grained visual concepts. Second, we propose embedding models for sentence, image, and video inputs whose parameters are learned simultaneously. Finally, we show how the proposed model can be applied to description generation. Overall, we observe a clear improvement over the state-of-the-art methods in the video and sentence retrieval tasks. In description generation, the performance level is comparable to the current state-of-the-art, although our embeddings were trained for the retrieval tasks.
Introduction
During the last decade, the Internet has become an increasingly important distribution channel for videos. Video hosting services like YouTube, Flickr, and Vimeo have millions of users uploading and watching content every day. At the same time, powerful search methods have become essential to make good use of such vast databases. By analogy, without textual search tools like Google or Bing, it would be nearly hopeless to find information from the websites.
Our objective is to study the problem of retrieving video clips from a database using natural language queries. In addition, we consider the analogous problem of retrieving sentences or generating descriptions based on a given video clip. We are particularly interested in learning appropriate representations for both visual and textual inputs. Moreover, we intend to leverage the supporting information provided by the current image search approaches. This topic has recently received plenty of attention in the community, and papers have presented various approaches to associate visual and textual data. One direction to address this problem is to utilize metadata that can be directly compared with queries. For instance, many web image search engines evaluate the relevance of an image based on the similarity of the query sentence with the user tags or the surrounding HTML text [4] . For sentence retrieval, Ordonez et al. [21] proposed to compare an image query and visual metadata with sentences.
While these methods using comparable metadata have demonstrated impressive results, they do not perform well in cases where appropriate metadata is limited or not available. Moreover, they rely strongly on the assumption that the associated visual and textual data in the database is relevant to each other. These problems are more apparent in the video retrieval task since video distribution portals like YouTube often provide less textual descriptions compared to other web pages. Furthermore, available descriptions (e.g. title) often cover only a small portion of the entire visual content in a video.
An alternative approach would be to compare textual and visual inputs directly. In many approaches, this is enabled by embedding the corresponding representations into a common vector space in such a way that the semantic similarity of the original inputs would be directly reflected in their distance in the embedding space (Fig. 1) . Recent work [27, 16] has proposed deep neural network models for performing such embeddings. The results are promising, but developing powerful joint representations still remains a challenge.
In this paper, we propose a new embedding approach for sentence and video inputs that combines the advantages of the metadata-based web image search and deep neural network-based representation learning. More precisely, we use a standard search engine to obtain a set of supplementary images for each query sentence. Then, we pass the sentence and the retrieved images to a two-branch neural network that produces the sentence embedding. The video inputs are embedded into the same space using another neural network. The network parameters are trained jointly so that videos and sentences with similar semantic content are mapped to close points. Figure 1 illustrates the overall architecture of our approach. The experiments indicate a clear improvement over the current state-of-the-art baseline methods.
Our main contributions are as follows:
-We present an embedding approach for video retrieval that incorporates web image search results to disambiguate fine-grained visual concepts in query sentences. -We introduce neural network-based embedding models for video, sentence, and image inputs whose parameters can be learned jointly. Unlike previous work that uses only videos and sentences, we utilize a sentence and corresponding web images to compute the sentence embedding. -We demonstrate a clear improvement over the state-of-the-art in the video and sentence retrieval tasks with the YouTube dataset [1] . -We demonstrate description generation as an example of possible applications of our video embeddings. We observed that the performance is comparable with the state-of-the-art. This indicates that video contents are efficiently encoded into our video embeddings.
Related Work
Visual and Language Retrieval: Due to the explosive growth of images and videos on the web, visual retrieval has become a hot topic in computer vision and machine learning [4, 20] . Several recent approaches for joint representation leaning enable direct comparison among different multimodalities. Farhadi et al. [7] introduced triplets of labels on object, action, and scene as joint representations for images and sentences. Socher et al. [27] proposed to embed representations of images and labels into a common embedding space. For videos, the approach proposed by Lin et al. [18] associates a parsed semantic graph of a query sentence and visual cues based on object detection and tracking.
The recent success of deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) together with large-scale visual datasets [22, 2, 25] has resulted in several powerful representation models for images [5, 33, 35] . These CNN-based methods have been successfully applied to various types of computer vision tasks, such as object detection [10, 23] , video summarization [12] , and image description generation [32, 6] .
Deep neural networks have also been used in the field of natural language processing [17, 16] . For example, Kiros et al. [16] proposed sentence representation learning based on recurrent neural networks (RNNs). They also demonstrated image and sentence retrieval by matching sentence and image representations with jointly leaned linear transformations.
Representation learning using deep neural networks is explored in many tasks [3,19, similarity between joint representations of images and labels, and Zhu et al. [37] addressed alignment of a movie and sentences in a book using joint representations for video clips and sentences. Their approach also computes similarity between sentences and subtitles of video clips to improve the alignment of video clips and sentences. Our approach is the closest to work by Xu et al. [34] . They represent a sentence by a subject, verb, and object (SVO) triplet, and embed sentences as well as videos to a common vector space using deep neural networks. The main difference between ours and the work [34] is the use of an RNN to encode a sentence and supplementary web images. The use of an RNN enables our model to encode all words in a sentence and capture details of the sentence, such as an object's attributes and scenes, together with corresponding web images.
Exploiting Image Search: The idea of exploiting web image search is adopted in many tasks, including object classification [8] and video summarization [28] . These approaches collect a vast amount of images from the web and utilize them to extract canonical visual concepts. Recent label prediction for images by Johnson et al. [13] infers tags of target images by mining relevant Flickr images based on their metadata, such as user tags and photo groups curated by users. The relevant images serve as priors on tags for the target image. A similar motivation drives us to utilize web images for each sentence, which can disambiguate visual concepts of the sentence and highlight relevant target videos.
Proposed Approach
We propose neural network-based embedding models for the video and sentence retrieval tasks. In order to enhance the sentence embedding, we retrieve relevant web images that are assumed to disambiguate semantics of the sentence. For example, the word "keyboard" can be interpreted as a musical instrument or an input device for computers. If the word comes with "play," the meaning of "keyboard" narrows down to a musical instrument. This means that a specific combination of words can reduce the possible visual concepts relevant to the sentence, which may not be fully encoded even with the state-of-the-art RNNbased approach like [16] .
We propose to take this into account by using web image search results. Since most image search engines use surrounding text to retrieve images, we can expect that they are responsive to such word combinations. Consequently, we retrieve web images using the input sentence as a query and download the results. The web images are fused with the input sentence by applying a twobranch neural network as shown in Fig. 2 . Videos are also encoded by applying a neural network-based video embedding model. Relevance between sentence and video inputs is directly computed in the common embedding space using Euclidean distances. We jointly train our embedding models using video-sentence pairs by minimizing the contrastive loss [3] .
Video Embedding
We extract frames from a video at 1 fps as in [34] and feed them to a CNN-based video embedding model. In our approach, we employ two CNN architectures: 19-layer VGG [26] and GoogLeNet [29] , both of which are pre-trained on ImageNet [25] . We replace the classifier layer in each model with two fully-connected layers. Specifically, we compute activations of the VGG's fc7 layer or the GoogLeNet's inception 5b layer and feed them to additional embedding layers.
Let X = {x i | i = 1, . . . , M } be a set of frames x i , and CNN(x i ) ∈ R dv be an activation of a CNN (d v =4,096 for VGG, and d v =1,024 for GoogLeNet). The video embedding φ v (X) ∈ R de is computed by:
Here,
, and b v2 ∈ R de are the learnable parameters of the fully-connected layers.
Sentence and Web Image Embedding
The sentence embedding model consists of two branches that merge the outputs of a CNN-based network for web images and an RNN-based network for a sentence. Before computing the sentence embedding, we download top-K results of web image search with the input sentence as a query. Let Z = {z j | j = 1, . . . , K} be a set of web images. We utilize the same architecture as the video embedding and compute an intermediate representation e z ∈ R de that integrates the web images as:
where
, and b z2 ∈ R de are the leanable parameters of the two fully-connected layers.
We encode sentences into vector representations using skip-thought that is an RNN pre-trained with a large-scale book corpus [16] . Let Y = {y t | t = 1, . . . , T Y } be the input sentence, where y t is the t-th word in the sentence, and T Y is the number of words in the sentence Y . Skip-thought takes a sequence of word vectors w t ∈ R dw computed from a word input y t as in [16] and produces hidden state h t ∈ R ds at each time step t as:
where σ is the sigmoid activation function, and is the component-wise product. 
, and b s2 ∈ R de are the learnable parameters of sentence embedding.
Once the outputs e s and e z of each branch in our sentence embedding model are computed, they are merged into a sentence embedding φ s (Y, Z) as:
By this simple mixture of e s and e z , the sentence and web images directly influence the sentence embedding.
Joint Learning of Embedding Models
We jointly train both embedding φ v and φ s using pairs of videos and associated sentences in a training set by minimizing the contrastive loss function [3] . In our approach, the contrastive loss decreases when embeddings of videos and sentences with similar semantics get closer to each other in the embedding space, and those with dissimilar semantics get farther apart. The training process requires a set of positive and negative video-sentence pairs. A positive pair contains a video and a sentence that are semantically relevant, and a negative pair contains irrelevant ones. Let {(X n , Y n ) | n = 1, . . . , N } be the set of positive pairs. Given a positive pair (X n , Y n ), we sample irrelevant sentences Y n = {Y f | f = 1, . . . , N c } and videos X n = {X g | g = 1, . . . , N c } from the training set, which are used to build two sets of negative pairs
In our approach, we set the size of negative pairs N c to 50. We train the parameters of embedding φ v and φ s by minimizing the contrastive loss defined as:
where Z n is the web images corresponding to sentence Y n . The hyperparameter α is a margin. Negative pairs with smaller distances than α are penalized. Margin α is set to the largest distance of positive pairs before training so that most negative pairs influence the model parameters at the beginning of training. Figure 3 shows the histograms of distances of positive and negative pairs before and after training. The initial distance distributions of positive and negative pairs overlap. After training, the distributions are pulled apart. This indicates that the training process encourages videos and sentences in positive pairs to be mapped to closer points and those in negative ones to farther points.
The examples of positive and negative pairs in our test set with corresponding distances are shown in Fig. 4 . The positive pair (a) and (b) are easy cases, in which sentences explicitly describe the video contents. The pair (c) is an example of hard cases. The sentence includes "a man" and "phone", but the video actually shows two men, and a phone is occluded by a hand. The pairs (d) and (e) are hard negative cases. The pair (d) shows partial matches of contents, such as the action "mixing" and the object "yolk." Another negative pair (e) has a video and a sentence about cooking, although there is disagreement about details. As shown in these examples, the closer a video and a sentence are located in the embedding space, the more relevant they are. More examples can be found in the supplementary material.
Retrieval Experiments

Implementation Detail
With 19-layer VGG, the hidden layer size d h of embedding φ v and φ s was set to 1,000 and the dimension of the embedding space d e was set to 300. For model using GoogLeNet, we used d h = 600 and d e = 300. We implemented our model using Chainer [30] . We used Adam [15] for optimization with a learning rate of 1 × 10 −4 . The parameters of the CNNs and skip-thought were fixed. We applied dropout with a ratio of 0.5 to the input of the first and second layers of φ v and φ s . Our models were trained for 15 epochs, and their parameters were saved at every 100 updates. We took the model parameters whose performance was the best on the validation set.
Experimental Setup
Dataset: We used the YouTube dataset [1] consisting of 80K English descriptions for 1,970 videos. We first divided the dataset into 1,200, 100, and 670 videos for training, validation, and test, respectively, as in [35, 34, 11] . Then, we extracted five-second clips from each original video in a sliding-window manner. As a result, we obtained 8,001, 628, and 4,499 clips for the training, validation, and test sets, respectively. For each clip, we picked five ground truth descriptions out of those associated with its original video.
We collected top-5 image search results for each sentence using the Bing image search engine. We used a sentence modified by lowercasing and punctuation removal as a query. In order to eliminate cartoons and clip art, the image type was limited to photos using Bing API.
Video Retrieval: Given a video and a query sentence, we extracted five-second video clips from the video and computed Euclidean distances from the query to the clips. We used their median as the distance of the original video and the query. We ranked the videos based on the distance to each query and recorded the rank of the ground truth video. Since the test set has 670 videos, the probability of bringing the ground truth video at top-1 by random ranking is about 0.14%.
Sentence Retrieval: For the sentence retrieval task, we ranked sentences for each query video. We computed the distances between a sentence and a query video in the same way as the video retrieval task. Note that each video has five ground truth sentences; thus, we recorded the highest rank among them. The test set has 3,500 sentences.
Evaluation Metrics: We report recall rates at top-1, -5, and -10, the average and median rank, which are standard metrics employed in the retrieval evaluation. We found that some videos in the dataset had sentences whose semantics were almost the same (e.g., "A group of women is dancing" and "Women are dancing"). For the video that is annotated with one of such sentences, the other sentence is treated as incorrect with the recall rates, which does not agree with human judges. Therefore, we employed additional evaluation metrics widely used in the description generation task, i.e., CIDEr, BLUE@4, and METEOR [2] . They compute agreement scores in different ways using a retrieved sentence and a set of ground truth ones associated with a query video. Thus, these metrics give high scores for semantically relevant sentences even if they are not annotated to a query video. We computed the scores of the top ranked sentence for each video using the evaluation script provided in the Microsoft COCO Evaluation Server [2] . In our experiments, all ground truth descriptions for each original video are used to compute these scores. 
Effects of Each Component of Our Approach
In order to investigate the influence of each component of our approach, we tested some variations of our full model. The scores of the models on the video and sentence retrieval tasks are shown in Table 1 . Our full model is denoted by ALL 2 . ALL 1 is a variation of ALL 2 that computes embeddings with one fullyconnected layer with the unit size of d e . Comparison between ALL 1 and ALL 2 indicates that the number of fully-connected layers in embedding is not essential. In order to evaluate the contributions of web images, we trained a model that does not use web images, i.e., an embedding of a sentence Y is computed by φ s (Y ) = e s . We denote this model by VS. VGG+ALL 2 had better average rank than VGG+VS, and comparison between GoogLeNet+ALL 2 and GoogLeNet+VS also shows a clear advantage of incorporating web images.
We also tested a model without sentences, which is denoted by VI. It computes an embedding of web images by φ s (Z) = e z . We investigated the effect of using both sentences and web images by comparing VI to our full model ALL 2 .
Query GoogLeNet+VS GoogLeNet+ALL2 (1) A man is playing a keyboard.
(2) Kids are playing in a pool.
(3) A man is trimming fat from a roast.
Query
GoogLeNet+VI GoogLeNet+ALL2 (4) A boy is singing into a microphone. The results show that sentences are necessary. The comparison between VI and VS also indicates that sentences provide main cues for the retrieval task.
The scores of retrieved sentences computed by CIDEr, BLEU@4, and ME-TEOR are shown in Table 2 . In all metrics, our model using both sentences and web images (ALL 1 and ALL 2 ) outperformed to other models (VS and VI). In summary, contributions by sentences and web images were non-trivial, and the best performance was achieved by using both of them.
Some examples of retrieved videos by GoogLeNet+VS, GoogLeNet+VI, and GoogLeNet+ALL 2 are shown in Fig. 5 . These results suggest that web images reduced the ambiguity of queries' semantics by providing hints on their visual concepts. For example, with sentence (1) "A man is playing a keyboard," retrieval results of GoogleNet+VS includes two videos of a keyboard on a laptop as well as one on a musical instrument. On the other hand, all top-3 results by GoogleNet+ALL 2 are about musical instruments. Compared to GoogLeNet+VI, our full model obtained more videos with relevant content. Moreover, the result of query (6) indicates that our model can recover from irrelevant image search results by combining a query sentence.
Some examples of sentence retrieval results are shown in Fig. 6 . While our full model may retrieve sentences that disagree with query videos in details, most of the retrieved sentences are relevant to query videos.
Comparison to Prior Work
The approach for image and sentence retrieval by Kiros et al. [16] applies linear transformations to CNN-based image and RNN-based sentence representations to embed them into a common space. Note that their model was designed for the image and sentence retrieval tasks; thus, we extracted the middle frame as a keyframe and trained the model with pairs of a keyframe and a sentence. Xu et al. [34] introduced neural network-based embedding models for videos and sentences. Their approach embeds videos and SVO triplets extracted from sentences into an embedding space. Kiros et al.'s and Xu et al.'s approaches are denoted by ST and DVCT, respectively.
Scores in Table 1 indicates that our model clearly outperformed prior work in both video and sentence retrieval tasks. There is a significant difference in performance of DVCT and others. ST and ours encode all words in a sentence, while DVCT only encodes its SVO triplets. This suggests that using all words in a sentence together with an RNN is necessary to get good embeddings.
"a" "man" "is" "running"
"<eos>" Fig. 7 . Illustration of the decoder model. "<bos>" is a tag denoting the beginning of a sentence, and "<eos>" is the end of a sentence.
Women are dancing. A hamster eats seeds.
A man is riding a motorcycle.
A woman is riding a horse.
A man is playing a piano.
A man is slicing a potato. Fig. 8 . Sentences generated from our video embeddings. The sentence in red is a failure. 
Video Description Generation
Automatic description generation for images [32, 6] and videos [24, 31, 35 ] is another task to associate images or videos with sentences. As an application of our models, we performed the description generation task using our video embeddings. To analyze the information encoded by our video embedding, we trained a decoder that produces descriptions from our video embeddings. A basic approach for description generation is to use long-short term memory (LSTM) that produces a sequence of probabilities over a vocabulary conditioned on visual representations [32, 31] . We trained an LSTM as a decoder of video embeddings (Fig.  7) . The decoder predicts the next word based on word vector w t at each time step t as:
h t = tanh(c t )σ(o t ),
where W u , W l ∈ R 4dw×dw and b u ∈ R 4dw are parameters of the LSTM, and [a t i t f t o t ]
T is a column vector that is a concatenation of a t , i t , f t , o t ∈ R dw . The matrix W p and the vector b p encode the hidden state into a vector with the vocabulary size. The output p t is the probabilities over the vocabulary. We built a vocabulary consisting of all words in the YouTube dataset and special tags, i.e., begin-of-sentence ("<bos >") and end-of-sentence ("<eos >"). The generative process is terminated when "<eos >" is produced. We trained the decoder using the YouTube dataset. We computed the video embedding φ v (X) using GoogLeNet+ALL 2 as an input to the LSTM at t = 0. We trained the decoder by minimizing the cross entropy loss. During training, we fixed the parameters of our embedding models. Figure 8 shows generated sentences. Although video embeddings were trained for retrieval tasks and not finetuned for the decoder, we observed that most generated sentences were semantically relevant to their original videos.
We evaluated generated sentences with the COCO description evaluation. We found that the scores were comparable to prior work (Table 3 ). This indicates that our model efficiently encoded videos, maintaining their semantics. Moreover, this result suggests that our embeddings can be applied to other tasks that require joint representations of videos and sentences.
Conclusion
We presented a video and sentence retrieval framework that incorporates web images to bridge between sentences and videos. Specifically, we collected web image search results in order to disambiguate semantics of a sentence. We developed neural network-based embedding models for video, sentence, and image inputs which fuses sentence and image representations. We jointly trained video and sentence embeddings using the YouTube dataset. Our experiments demonstrated the advantage of incorporating additional web images, and our approach clearly outperformed prior work in the both video and sentence retrieval tasks. Furthermore, by decoding descriptions from video embeddings, we demonstrated that rich semantics of videos were efficiently encoded in our video embeddings. Our future work includes developing a video embedding that considers temporal structures of videos. It would be also interesting to investigate what kind of sentences benefit from image search results, and how to collect efficient images.
